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Abstract

Twenty players from Pacific University's baseball team were tested on the Pacific Sports Vision Performance Profile (PSVPP) to determine if phoria and fixation disparity, as measured by the PSVPP, correlates to actual hitting tendencies. PSVPP results indicate that a statistically significant correlation exists between actual batting placement and phorias indicated by the PSVPP (p<0.001). Those exophoric players who bat right handed tend to hit to left field, orthophores tend to hit to centerfield, and esophores tend to hit to right field. The reverse is true for left and right field placement for left handed hitters. Furthermore, a trend was also noted in the phorias and fixation disparities of starters ('first string' players) vs. non-starters in that the starter's values were found to be closer to orthophoric. This suggests that as one moves up the ranks in baseball, those athletes who perform the best may be likely to have or develop a low or zero phoria and fixation disparity. It also points to the possibility that hitting placement may be affected by phoria compensation using prism.
Introduction

Baseball is a very appealing sport for visual scientists because of its extremely high visual demands. Consider that a small sphere traveling at nearly 100 miles per hour must be hit precisely with a small bat. Some maintain that hitting a baseball is the most difficult visual task required of any athlete. Fortunately, from a statistical research perspective batting averages and pitcher's earned run averages provide very tangible and readily available measures of athletic performance. Baseball is a sport in which dynamic visual skills play as significant a part, if not more so, than any other sport. As a consequence, many research studies and screening prospects involve baseball players. Yet to date there has been little research devoted towards investigating the effects of phoria and fixation disparity on hitting placement of baseball players. It is the author's intent that the findings from this study may provide information to ultimately increase baseball players hitting placement performance.

Proper anticipation of baseball speed and trajectory, along with the tracking of the target as it comes toward the batter, are agreed to be two of the most important factors in the hitting process. Additionally, anticipation timing, which refers to the player's estimation of the time the stimulus arrives at the proper response location must be accounted for. Garofalo, Drotzmann, and Gable found that anticipation, as indicated by performance on the Bassin Anticipation
Timer, had no statistically significant correlation on hitting \(^8\). Dunham and Reeve conducted a study that indicated that baseball players were no more accurate than non-players in the estimation of a baseball's arrival at the front edge of home plate \(^9\).

Dunham and Reeve also examined the effects of gender and eye preference on the anticipation of coincidence \(^10\). This methodology again involved subject estimates of a baseball's arrival at home plate. Their studies showed that no significant difference exists for gender or eye preference. It is noteworthy that in a related study, Dunham and Reid showed that on tasks requiring coincidence-anticipation, a significant difference exists between males and females in adults and pre-pubescent children \(^11\). The study attributed the differences to sociocultural and physiological factors rather than an inherent gender difference.

This leaves visual posture and tracking as the most likely deciding factor on how the brain perceives when a ball arrives at a specific point in space. Phoria measurements indicate the amount of over or under-convergence the eyes experience when examining an object at a particular plane of regard in space. Maddox stated that if all innervation to the ocular muscles were to cease, the eyes anatomical position of rest would be one of considerable divergence. He described tonic convergence as being responsible for moving the eyes from the position of anatomical rest to a more convergent position \(^12\). This latter position is described as the physiological position of rest, or the phoria position, and is the
position taken by the eyes when no stimuli to fusion are present. Deficient tonic convergence would result in exophoria, whereas excessive tonic convergence would result in esophoria. Orthophoria is the term used to describe the condition where the eyes are aligned so that both are centered exactly on the target. This is supported by Erenfeldt who investigated studies of the Pulfrich phenomenon, which found that the early part of a baseball's flight is the primary information used to anticipate the arrival of the ball to the batter. The timing of impulses conducted from the eyes appears to be critical for precise localization of objects by either the motion-in-depth (baseball hitting) or sideways-motion (Pulfrich phenomenon) channels. 

Early experiments into eye movements suggested that most observers were unlikely to clearly track or follow moving objects traveling at velocities above 50 degrees per second or 25mph. Using cinematography, Hubbard and Seng determined that a pitched baseball cannot be followed during its final 8-15 feet of flight and using a similar technique, Mowen determined that it was not possible to track a tennis ball for the 0.05-0.20 seconds prior to contact with the racquet. This is likely due to the inadequacy of pursuit eye movement with the speed of the target. Pursuits are relatively slow eye movements and if the target is moving rapidly this results in the inability to keep up, which needs to be corrected by a catch-up saccade. Saccades are short, rapid and jerky eye movements used to catch up with a rapidly moving proximal object. Vision during saccades is reduced due to a compensating mechanism known as saccadic suppression.
Thus considering that pursuit and saccadic eye movements limits one's ability to accurately track a high speed object at a close range, phorias at distance were determined to be a more relevant measurement in baseball rather than those at near.

Clear vision is also inhibited when the player and the ball are both in motion. Thus, the visual system is unable to follow and process a moving object clearly unless the gaze velocity or the combined conjugate speed of head and eye movements are able to stabilize the retinal image on the foveae. Motion therefore inhibits vision but the ability to track a moving object, particularly when the player is also moving, is obviously a considerable advantage for participants in dynamic sports. Hale also recorded the average visual reaction time of major league baseball players to be 0.24 seconds, during which a 90 mph pitched ball can travel 26 feet. In order to contact the ball, the hitter must anticipate its position during its flight half way between the pitcher and the home plate. According to McCrone, top class batters do not necessarily have quicker reaction times than the general population but have learned from experience how to anticipate the position of the ball in the final 200 milliseconds during which it cannot be seen. A spinning or swerving delivery often eludes the receiver by the last minute change of direction but top class batters will respond by developing a repertoire of compensating strokes such as a hook or late cut.
Swing initiation is of primary importance, and visual posture under batting situations can dramatically change the perception of where the ball is. An over convergent esophore would localize the ball as being closer to them while an under-convergent exophore would initiate their swing later due to localization of the ball being further away \(^{17}\). This could be seen as another example of the SILO effect where an exophore (as simulated with base-in prism) perceives the target as being smaller or further away in space \(^{22}\). Ono found a high positive correlation \((r=0.95)\) between the magnitude of apparent speed and the extent of eso/exo phoria obtained. This shows that the more esophoria a player displays, the earlier they will react to a baseball arriving over home plate (and vice versa for exophoria) \(^{23}\).

A phoria is an indication of how a person visually represents their current view of the world at that moment in time \(^{24}\). It is recognized that there are shifts in this internal representation of reality both inward and outward, all of which may occur simultaneously in different fields of gaze. While most people tend towards a certain type of characteristic shift, the norm is a high degree of variability. Why then would one consider measuring a phoria or compensating a person with a phoria? Phorias come in several different varieties. The phoria that is measured in the analytical examination is done under "disassociated" conditions. Note: The person's eyes are still pointed together and the person's eyes do not somehow miraculously become disassociated from each other like some reptiles. The word disassociated is derived from the fact that when a vertical prism is
placed before one eye the person, on a phenomenological basis, reports seeing two distinct separate images of the object before them. The fact that most people see these two separate images is what leads to the term disassociated, not the person’s eyes, which still point together at whichever of the two images the person chooses. Dr. Robert Kraskin labels this test a measurement of a monocular phoria. When the person fixates with the right eye, he looks directly at that object in space as if that view of the object were the only object present. Therefore, Kraskin considers the response of the person here to be a total person response. Since the person being tested is a binocular individual the response of the person is the response of a binocular person. According to Kraskin, under conditions of disassociation, the person responds to one image or the other just as they would under binocular conditions. When the person concentrates on the image before the left eye, he is looking at that object in space as if that was all that was being seen and he does so binocularly as a whole person. Kraskin coined the terms for these tests as right and left phorias. He recognized that in the condition of anisometropia (different spherical refractive conditions in each eye; ex. -3.00 OD – 1.00 OS), the right and the left phorias may be very different.

An additional type of phoria was developed and refined over the past 25 years or so and has been called either an associated phoria, a fixation disparity (FD) or a binocular phoria. The concept of FD is that the person should view a scene binocularly where the entire scene except for two small parts is viewed through
both eyes simultaneously. To measure a horizontal FD two vertical arrows or straight lines or markers are placed in the center of the scene. On the physical measuring card the two markers are aligned directly, one above the other. Each of the arrows or markers is visible to only one eye, while being filtered and blocked from view to the other. Most methods use Polaroid filters, but anaglyphic filters can also be used. The end result is that within a binocular scene two "indicators" are masked so one image is visible to one eye only. This test is a subtle test of suppression. If one of the markers is missing, then the person is not responding to the possible information available from that area of space using that channel of input. One notices varying degrees of misalignment of the markers in some people. Since the majority of the scene is binocular, the degree of misalignment is generally much less than that measured from a monocular phoria.

Optometrists record the presence of alignment or misalignment and the direction as part of the exam. Changes in these findings over time are noted in response to the optometric treatment program administered, which may or may not include prisms. If the optometrist decides prism may be indicated, it is common to probe any misalignment with probe prisms. A series of probe prisms are placed in front of the eyes one at a time. At first, each prism usually results in images jumping to a new position. Over a few seconds the scene usually stabilizes, with the markers in a new alignment. A curve can be plotted relating the relative position of the markers under different probe lenses. This is also known as fixation
disparity curve. In most people there is a range of prism lenses through which the markers remain aligned. With prism powers just outside of that range there is a slight misalignment of the markers. With more prism power, the misalignment increases and finally, when the prism powers are strong enough, the person may report frank diplopia. The shape of these curves varies for each person and can be influenced by visual training and lens treatment programs.

**Methods**

Subjects were 20 males, varsity level baseball players at Pacific University. They ranged in age from 18 to 23 years of age. All completed the Pacific Sports Vision Performance Profile (PSVPP), and were examined during times of practice as well as in game situations to determine their hitting tendencies.

The Pacific Sports Vision Performance Profile (PSVPP) is a test that was designed to screen for deficits in visual performance in scenarios that typify the cognitive and neuromuscular demands of sport\(^ 25 \). Subjects are first questioned as to any deficits or critical feedback they are aware of concerning their sport performance. Then, vision is assessed though a battery of standardized tests that evaluate oculomotor and visual functioning. Finally, sport related demands such as visual memory, dynamic visual acuity, cognitively loaded visual-physical tasks, and many others were tested. While all values obtained on each player’s PSVPP were examined, of principle interest were the phoria and fixation disparity
measures. Each subject was taken through the PSVPP protocol in an order from subjective to objective testing; from passive to more physically active tests.

The players were examined in a variety of hitting situations such as indoor and outdoor practices along with a balanced number of home and away games. A disproportionate amount of data was collected for starting vs. non-starting players, but practice data helped make the totals more comparable. One subject's data was excluded due to injury.

Each non-fouled hit that the player made was plotted on a baseball diamond diagram which was divided into three 30 degree zones labeled "left field", "center field" and "right field". At the end of the season, all of the hits made by an individual player were grouped together on a master sheet to examine for clustering of results to a generalized area. These results were then assigned values according to location, and statistically analyzed for their relationship to the phoria and fixation disparity values found for that person.

Subjects had minimal contact with the experimenters except for the PSVPP sessions at the beginning of the experiment do gather their personal data. An effort was made not to go to consecutive games, or sit in an area where we would be noticed in order to minimize the confounding variable of player-testing awareness.
Results

No instructions were given on how, when, or where to hit the balls, and no efforts were made to control pitching consistency. To this end, all variables were randomized.

Once divided up into left, center, and right field placement, the results were tabulated for individual players and then grouped together into starters and non-starters. The results for left and right field were exchanged for those players using a left-handed batting style. Results were also separated into practice vs. non-practice situations. Finally, all results were grouped together to examine consistency for the group as a whole in all testing situations.

A chi-squared statistical analysis was performed for each group in practice, each group in game situations, both groups in practice, both groups in game situations, and all players in all situations. Finally, a chi-squared test was also done for the group examining fixation disparity as a possible variable.

No qualitative analysis was performed on the individual hits of players, except to exclude foul balls. Of primary importance was the vector of the ball's departure from the bat. No accounting was taken for fly balls, ground balls, or home runs; except to note the primary direction of the ball.
## Table 1: Phoria vs. Hit Location Analysis

Phoria vs. Hitting Tendency

Pacific University Boxers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Starters-Game Situations</th>
<th>Starters-Practice Situations</th>
<th>Other Players-Practice Situations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left Field</td>
<td>Center Field</td>
<td>Right Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eso</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ortho</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exo</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=5</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoria</td>
<td>All Players - Practice Situations</td>
<td>All Players - All Situations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left Field</td>
<td>Center Field</td>
<td>Right Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eso</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=8</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ortho</strong></td>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exo</strong></td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend**

n – number of players that his specified number of balls to the specified field location

eso – esophoric

ortho – orthophoric

exo - exophoric
**Table 2: Fixation Disparity vs. Hit Location**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixation Disparity</th>
<th>Left Field</th>
<th>Center Field</th>
<th>Right Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eso</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ortho</strong></td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exo</strong></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: More of the non-starters were shown to have measurable fixation disparity (68%) vs. starters (18%)

**Legend:**

eso – esophoric

ortho – orthophoric

exo - exophoric

**Statistical Analysis**

Chi squared analysis indicates a statistically significant correlation exists between fixation disparity and ball placement to a level of probability less than .1% - $X^2 (4)=40.09$ (p<0.001). Chi squared analysis further indicates a statistically significant correlation exists between phoria and ball placement to a
level of probability less than 0.1% - \( X^2 (4)=27.82 \) (p<0.001) for all players in all situations, all players in practice situations, and starters examined alone in practice situations. A statistically significant correlation also exists when examining only starters in game situations to a level of probability less than 2.5% - \( X^2 (4)=12.44 \) (p<0.025). No statistical significance was found for non-starting players in practice situations.

**Conclusions**

The results in this study suggest that phoria directly influences perception of where the baseball is in space and therefore when it is hit and the direction of travel. Those exophoric players who bat right handed tend to hit to left field, orthophores ten to hit to centerfield, and esophores tend to hit to right field. The reverse was found true for left and right field placement for left handed hitters.

Chi squared analysis indicates a statistically significant correlation exists between fixation disparity and ball placement to a level of probability less than 0.1% - \( X^2 (4)=40.09 \) (p<0.001). Chi squared analysis further indicated a statistically significant correlation exists between phoria and ball placement to a level of probability less than 0.1% - \( X^2 (4)=27.82 \) (p<0.001) for all players in all situations all players in practice situations, and starters examined alone in practice situations. A statistically significant correlation also exists when examining only starters in game situations to a level of probability less than 2.5%
- $X^2(4)=12.44 (p<0.025)$. These all illustrate a strong connection between hitting tendency and resting posture of the eyes.

Furthermore, a trend was also noted in the phorias and fixation disparities of starters (‘first string’ players) vs. non-starters in that starter’s values were found to be closer to orthophoric. This suggests that as one moves up the ranks in baseball, those athletes who perform the best are likely to have or develop a low or zero phoria and fixation disparity.

No statistical significance was found for non-starting players in practice situations. This is most likely due to the fact that there was only about 10-20% of the data available for this analysis as compared to the other findings. Given the trend of showing more of an effect with less experience in baseball, it could be hypothesized that these players would show an even greater effect if the quantity of data had been as significant as it was for the starting players.

**Discussion**

The results suggest that as one moves up the ranks in baseball, those athletes who perform the best are likely to have or develop a low or zero phoria and fixation disparity. It is noteworthy that many aspects of visual performance have been shown to be increased in elite athletes.
Teig used a tachistoscope flash device, which displayed increasing span-number sequences and baseball pitching sequences, to measure visual concentration at the speed of $\frac{1}{100}$th of a second on a screening of 275 baseball players. He then compared the results of the tachistoscope visual concentration test of 35 players with the highest batting averages with those for the lowest 35. Based on his method of evaluating the concentration test, he stated the better hitters overwhelmingly showed more proficiency in their ability to concentrate. He also reported that pitchers with lower earned run averages had better concentration scores.

The Sports Medicine and Vision Center in San Diego has offered a comprehensive sports vision program. Vision screening has been one of its activities, and over 400 major league baseball players were evaluated within a four-year period. In 1984, players from the Kansas City Royals and Minnesota Twins were screened, and the aiming of the eyes and oculomotor skills were among the most significant of the visual skills tested. Focus flexibility, fusion flexibility, and eye tracking were 20-30% better among position players compared to pitchers. This is not surprising, because the use of the designated hitter in the American League precludes the pitcher from hitting where these skills are essential. Depth perception was also found to be superior in all players and seems to improve with age when comparing major league players to high school and college players.
Successful players in visually demanding sports are believed to have fast smooth pursuits, suppression of the vestibulo-ocular reflex, and from time to time employ an anticipatory saccade. In addition to keen dynamic visual acuity and quick, accurate depth perception, success in fast-moving sports requires smooth and rapid vergences and accommodative facility. Visual reaction skills are better for elite athletes, as found by Classe. However, reaction times and visual performance may deteriorate under adverse conditions such as stress, fatigue or poor lighting. Professional baseball players have also been shown by Labbe to have excellent skills. Mean visual acuity, distance stereoacuity, and contrast sensitivity were measured to be significantly better than those in the general population. This illustrates that, as you go from amateur to professional baseball players, more refined visual skills are exhibited.

It may also be the case that as you become more proficient in baseball, you also become more able to overcome any phoria-based effects on your hitting. With more experience, professional players may become more able to place the ball despite their phoria. If this is true, we would expect rookies show more of an effect.

An interesting implication of these findings is that it may be possible to compensate for a phoria to allow players to better plan for ball placement. Perhaps by overcompensating a phoria using prism, you could possibly reverse a ball placement tendency. For players earning their living in professional baseball
this could signal a new approach to hitting strategy. For players newer to the game, it could help them improve their hitting in time to stay with the sport.

Traditionally, some optometrists have used fixation disparity to identify a possible compensatory prism lens. In the absence of some other easily identifiable cause for a person's asthenopia or visual discomfort, some optometrists have used the testing of the fixation disparity to reveal the possible need for a compensatory prism lens to remediate the symptoms. In those cases where a fixation disparity was measured and symptoms were present, the minimum prism to bring about alignment was prescribed. Clinically, this prism seems to be accepted well by most patients and does lead to the decrease of related symptoms most of the time. There is little evidence that this use of prism will lead to not needing prism in the future. The patient may embed the prism into his view of the world, and the underlying condition that led to the development of the fixation disparity in the first place may once again surface in the redevelopment of a similar situation over time. This might require additional prism, and is termed prism adaptation. Use of prisms in this manner is termed "compensatory." However, the underlying causal problem is not being addressed and the prism may be embedded, leading to a new round of adaptations. In most people, the prism will not embed, and it may be used to compensate the phoria to a more orthophoric posture and exophores could perhaps be induced with prism to place the ball similar to an esophore and vice versa. Theoretically, spectacle or contact lens prism prescriptions could be used to aid in ball placement.
Traditionally, phorias have been looked at as being more of a musculature of neurological over- or under- contraction or stimulation. Terms such as tonic vergence, fusional vergence and proximal vergence were hypothesized as explanations of the resultant phorias. All one had to do was determine what part of the phoria each of these vergences contributed to determine which was too strong or which was too weak. The concept was that the phoria was a sum total of the physiological and musculature misalignment of the eyes under non-fused conditions. Through the conventional concepts of accommodative convergences/accommodation (AC/A) relationships it was recognized that when certain amounts of sphere powers were placed in front of the person, there were changes in the phoria measures\textsuperscript{32}. Therefore, in some situations plus for near in the presence of a measured esophoria was deemed to be more desirable than prescribing base out prism for the person to compensate for the esophoria. The opposite was not generally true, although one can certainly find those who have over-minused a person with a measured exophoria at near (using excess minus or less plus). An interesting dilemma if that on the one hand, it appears that alignment is critical, but in the other hand, the expected findings for the phorias, which are part of the Optometric Extension Program's 21-point vision analysis, are not orthophoria (that condition where no eso or exo deviations are noted). At distance the expected phoria is 0.5 prism diopters of exophoria and at near is 6 prism diopters of exophoria\textsuperscript{24}. 
Each type of eye movement is normally tested clinically as a separate entity while the head is kept stationary. This approach is understandable as it facilitates analysis and repeatability. However, it fails to simulate the true situation in many sports where a combination of several types of eye and head movements is required either to follow or avoid a moving target. The peripheral retina is sensitive to movement and initiates corrective eye movements so that the central retina, where the visual acuity is best, views the object of interest. Two separate mechanisms, each with separate pathways to specific areas of the brain, are believed to control eye movements. The focal system is concerned with central vision and conscious object identification, while the ambient system is more reflexive, peripheral and concerned with controlling fine movement.

Also of interest is the fact that of the 275 major league ball players -individuals who were very successful athletically- 21% had never had an eye examination and another 25.7% had not had one in over 5 years. Yet, by the time a player reaches the major leagues, hundreds of thousand of dollars have been spent for minor league seasoning, training camps, coaching and attempts to develop baseball skills. In most cases, these resources have been expended based on the assumption that the player's vision is normal without making any effort to find out otherwise. To this day, vision remains a largely neglected area of sport performance evaluation.
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